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About

About

iDiversity Consulting delivers a much-needed set of
services specialising in Diversity, Disability, Inclusion and
Technology solutions to help individuals and
organisations, from education to business.

As a leading UK Assistive Technology and disability
services supplier for over 38 years, iansyst experts
provide exceptional assistive computer technology,
consultancy, training and software for people with
disabilities including dyslexia, autism, dyspraxia, visual
and hearing impairments, dyscalculia and also
individuals who require physical solutions.

Iansyst Ltd

iDiversity Consulting

We can provide a complete programme of initiatives that
help to achieve your Diversity and inclusion (D & I) aims,
including training, coaching, disability assessments, as
well as advising on accessibility and marketing
communication. We have an in-depth knowledge of
assistive technology to help disabled individuals and to
support greater inclusion for all.

Iansyst are a leading DSA approved supplier and an
Access to Work provider. Over the years, we have helped
thousands of individuals at university, in the workplace
and at school achieve their full potential through the
correct support, which has enabled them to become
more confident and independent

Weʼre here to help organisations create and deliver a
range of solutions that, in a nutshell, help you support
your people in an inclusive way.
Disability solutions is at the heart of what we do and
Iansyst Ltd, established for over 38 years, is part of our
new iDiversity Consulting business
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Iansyst has always been at the forefront of digital
accessibility and making the most of what technology
can offer, so youʼll not be surprised to know that we have
been able to offer our clients the option of having their
training, coaching and assessments remotely for some
time now.

About Dyslexic.com
The Dyslexic.com website (provided by iansyst Ltd) is your one-stop shop for assistive technologies used to improve
the functional capabilities of people with disabilities. Whether you are a parent looking to help your childʼs
development, a student in education, or you need help in the workplace we have solutions to support and improve
your reading, writing, spelling, numeracy and organisational skills.
With over 38 years of experience we supply products and services for a range of disabilities:
Dyslexia, dyscalculia, visual stress, visual impairments, hard of hearing and ergonomics solutions to help promote
independence and productivity.
This Brochure is a taster of some of the products and services that we can supply. For more information and prices on
these and other products can be found on our website:
www.dyslexic.com
Should you wish to purchase with an invoice, please send an offical purchase order to commerical@iansyst.co.uk

Contact Info
Tel: 01223 420 101
Email: ecommerce@iansyst.co.uk
Web Addresses:
www.dyslexic.com
www.iansyst.co.uk
www.idiversityconsulting.co.uk
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Services provided by iDiversity Consulting

www.idiversityconsulting.co.uk
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SOFTWARE

Software can turn a standard computer from a useful tool into a
life changing device. Computer software includes products
which enable text from the computer to be read aloud in natural
sounding voices. These software programs often include
spelling and homophone checkers and visual hightlighting.

TEXT
TO
SPEECH

Text-to-speech is an assistive technology which a
computer or tablet to read the words on the screen out loud
to the user. By presenting the words auditorily the user can
focus on the meaning of words instead of trying to sound
out the word.

Claro Read Pro

TextHelp Read & Write
Workplace & Education Editions

Supports Reading and Writing

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Subscription)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

TextHelpʼs Read and write supports people
with dyslexia who need help with reading,
writing and spelling. The easy-to-use
toolbar makes documents, files and web
pages more accessible by reading the text
out loud with a choice of natural sounding
voices, this helps to improve reading and
comprehension.

ClaroRead Windows supports reading and
writing. ClaroRead is a simple, easy-to-use
and flexible software program that helps
you to read, write, study, sit exams, and
increase your confidence.
You can read any on-screen text out loud
and improve your writing in Microsoft
Word. ClaroRead Plus and Pro also let you
read aloud scanned paper books and
documents.

Writing skills are supported with word
predicition, spell and verb checkers to
improve accuracy and speed up the writing
process.
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Claro Read SE

Claro Read Plus
Text to Speech Software

Supports Reading and Writing

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

Claro Softwareʼs ClaroRead SE program can
be used as a computer reader, enabling
users to work independently and with
confidence using text-to-speech to review
their work or listen (as many times as they
like) to question papers.

AcceleRead AccleWrite

SprintPlus

ClaroRead supports reading and writing.
ClaroRead is a simple, easy-to-use and
flexible software program that helps you to
read, write, study, sit exams, and increase
your confidence. You can read any
on-screen text out loud and improve your
writing in Microsoft Word.

Text to Speech Software

Helping with Writing Difficulties

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Single/Subscription/Multi)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Format (Disk)

Format (Download)

AcceleRead AcceleWrite by Vivienne Clifford
and Martin Miles provides full instructions
on how to use a computer with text to
speech software, to improve reading,
writing, spelling and listening skills of
pupils who are experiencing literacy
difficulties.

SprintPlus helps children, young pupils and
adults with reading, writing, spelling and
learning difficulties. Thanks to the speech
and language technology you can listen to
any available text on your computer.

Kurzweil 3000

Include Me
Text to Speech and Literacy Support

Digital Document Support Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single/Subscription/Multi)

Format (Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

Kurzweil 3000 is a powerful
text-to-speech and literacy support tool
that combines scanning and reading,
enabling users to convert printed text into
accessible electronic formats.

Include Me is an innovative software that
makes digital content like documents and
websites more accessible.
It provides a range of features to support
people with dyslexia, visual impairments
and other communications needs.
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TextAid by ReadSpeaker helps teachers, institutions, and parents face accessibility challenges with its reading, writing,
and studying tool.
Helping those with learning difficulties, such as dyslexia, and language learners to become confident, autonomous
learners.
Users listen to an audio version of assignments, textbooks, web pages, scanned notes, personal documents and more
while reading along with the highlighted text.
Listening to text improves comprehension, motivation and self-esteem, and makes content more accessible for individuals, students, struggling readers and language learners.
TextAid is availbale on Android, iOS, Windows & Mac.

TextAid ReadSpeaker Helps:
• Improve comprehension
• Increase self-confidence and performance
• Give independence to choose when, where & what
to read
• Motivate reluctant readers to read more
• Students stay at peer level in all subjects
• Reduce IEP budgets

VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT
ZoomText Magnifier/Reader

There is a variety of popular visual impairment
software available, which can help individuals with
different levels of sight loss. These products can
output to Braille, magnify text, read aloud text
and more.

ZoomText Magnifier

Text Magnifier Reader

Text Magnifier Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

ZoomText Magnifier Reader comes with all
the features of ZoomText Magnifier but
combines it with a powerful set of reading
tools, providing a complete access
solution. It is a fully integrated
magnification and screen reading program.

ZoomText Magnifier is an advanced screen
magnification program that enlarges and
enhances everything on the screen for
easier use.Thet flexible and easily
controlled magnification levels and
powerful zoom window.

ZoomText Fusion

Jaws (Pro & Home)
Low Vision Impairment Software

Screen Reader Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

ZoomText Fusion is the ultimate accessibility tool for individuals with any level of vision
impairment. ZoomText Fusion provides the
best of both worlds – ZoomText, with its
screen magnification and visual
enhancements for screen viewing ease,coupled with the power and speed of JAWS® for
screen reading functionality.

JAWS is the worldʼs most popular Windows
Screen Reader and is used by people with
vision loss of all ages and abilities, whether
they are studying in education or an
employee in a workplace organisation.
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SuperNova Magnifier and Screen Reader

SuperNova Magnifier and Speech

Magnifier Software

Magnifier and Speech Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

SuperNova Magnifier and Screen Reader
software is suitable for computer users with
a range of visual impairments.
It has been designed to work in line with
Windows 10 and magnifies documents and
apps from 1.2x to 60x, with no loss of
clarity.

SuperNova Magnifier and Speech software
is designed for computer users with partial
or fluctuating sight.
It has been designed to work in line with
Windows 10 and magnifies documents and
apps from 1.2x to 60x, with no loss of
clarity.

SuperNova Magnifier

Kurzweil 1000

Magnifier Software

Scan and Read Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Format (Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

The SuperNova Magnifier is the ideal
solution for computer users with low vision
who find themselves straining to read the
screen.
It has been designed to work in line with
Windows 10 and magnifies documents and
apps up to 60x.

Kurzweil 1000 is an award-winning scan
and read software that makes printed or
electronic text accessible to people who are
blind or visually impaired. It combines
traditional reading machine technologies to
ease and enhance usersʼ reading, writing,
and learning experiences.

Claro ScreenRuler Suite

J-Say
Speech Assistant Stoftware

ScreenRuler Tool

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

J-Say brings together Dragon
NaturallySpeaking professional from Nuance,
and JAWS For Windows from VFO. The
software provides an easy to understand
intetrface enabling interaction with the
computer using natural language and easy to
remember and understand
vocabulary.

Claroview and ScreenRuler Suite is suitable
for anyone suffering with visual stress or
who has dyslexia as it allows the user to
change the computer screen colour and
add a screen ruler for tracking, making
reading easier.
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MATHS &
SCIENTIFIC
Software that can aid in Mathamatics and Science subjects.
Helping with basic numeracy, formulas, equations.

EquatIO

Numbershark 5
Mathematical Equation Software

Numeracy Assistive Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Annual Subscription)

Licence Type (Single/Subscription/Multi)

Format (Disk/Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

EquatIO makes maths digital by easily
adding equations, formulas, graphs and
more in education apps and Microsoft Word

The new Numbershark 5 improves basic
numeracy. It offers high motivation and
enjoyment within a structured learning
process and works on many of the
difficulties which lead students to dislike
maths. The program features over 50
games.

Made to help mathematics and STEM
teachers and students at all levels,
EquatIO® lets everyone create mathematical
equations, formulas, Desmos graphs, and
more on their computer or Chromebook.

Flexitable

Inputʼs easy. Type, hand write, or dictate any
expression, with no tricky coding or math
languages to master. Thereʼs a huge library
of ready-made expressions to save you
time, from simple formulas to complex
functions. And when youʼre done, just add
the math to your document with a click.

Grid Tool
Help remember the basic principles
multiply, divide, add and substract
Flexitable grids and multiplication tables
(times tables) can help every pupil to learn
and remember the basic principles of
maths;
how to multiply and divide, how to add and
subtract, how to turn fractions to decimals.

EquatIO is much more than a replacement
for pen and paper problem solving.
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NOTE-TAKING
SOLUTIONS
Note-taking software can support people with
dyslexia, poor organisational skills, memory issues
and those wanting to dictate their own notes to
use with speech recognition software.

Glean

Notetalker Pro
Notetaking Web App

Notetaking Software

Platform (Win/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Web Based)

Format (Download)

Glean allows students to take great notes in
class, online or out and about. Developed
with learning disabilities in mind, the tool is
simple-to-use and distraction free.

Notetalker Pro is assistive technology
software to support users with note-taking
during lectures and group meetings. It has
been designed to use with the Notetalker app
on iOS and Android phones and tablets.

How does Glean lead to better notes?
Capture all information as audio and
highlight important points Review your notes
after class and add extra detail Organize your
notes to create rich study resources notes are
stored securely in the cloud and are
accessible from anywhere, on any device.

Using the Notetalker app, add in audio
bookmark tags where you feel you need you
need to refer to later with your detailed notes.
Take photos when there is something on a
whiteboard or screen which is important for
you to remember. Upload your recording to
Notetalker Pro using Dropbox, iCloud or
GoogleDrive and playback the recordings you
have made.

It can be used on any Operating System,
including Windows, Mac and Linux.
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TYPING
TUTORS

Englishtype Junior

Typing Tutors help individuals to type quickly
and accurately when using a computer, which
in time can benefit reading, comprehension,
vocabulary and spelling skills.

Englishtype Senior

Typing Tutor

Typing Tutor

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Disk/Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

Englishtype Junior was developed by an
experienced Educational Psychologist.

Englishtype Senior is a version of the best
selling childrenʼs typing tutor, Englishtype
Junior, designed for older students.

This version allows multiple users to
register and use the software.

EnglishType Junior Multi User

Englishtype Senior was developed by an
experienced Educational Psychologist and
is designed to boost literacy at the same
time as teaching typing.

EnglishType Senior Multi User

Typing Tutor

Typing Tutor

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Multi)

Licence Type (Multi)

Format (Disk/Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

Englishtype Senior is a version of the best
selling childrenʼs typing tutor, Englishtype
Junior, designed for older students.

Englishtype Junior was developed by an
experienced Educational Psychologist.
This version allows multiple users to
register and use the software.
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Englishtype Senior was developed by an
experienced Educational Psychologist and
is designed to boost literacy at the same
time as teaching typing.

Kaz SEN/Dyslexia Typing Tutor
Typing Tutor
Platform (Win/Mac)
Licence Type (Single/Subscription/Multi)
Format (Download)
The ONLY typing tutor developed with advice and guidance from the
Dyslexia Research Trust and incorporating a multi-sensory approach
throughout. Designed for all dyslexic users, the KAZʼs NEW HTML SEN/
Dyslexia Typing tutor teaches typing skills whilst minimizing disturbances
related to visual stress, by means of a unique ʻPreference Screenʼ.
The screen offers the user a selection of options:
• Choice of coloured background/filter screens – for reducing white screen
glare
• Choice of 2 specific DRT research based background/filter colours – for
steading letter movement and blurring (the program has been specially
adapted to replicate as best possible the effect of these coloured filters)
• Choice of 7 dyslexic friendly typefaces (including 2 licensed dyslexic
fonts) – for ease of reading.

KAZ Touch Typing Program – City & Guilds Assured
Typing Program
Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)
Licence Type (Single/Subscription/Multi)
Format (Disk/Download)
The KAZ Touch Typing Program – City & Guilds Assured has been designed
for ages 15 plus and is suitable for both mainstream and neurodiverse
learners.
The program consists of their award winning ʻaccelerated learningʼ course,
plus a ʻNEWʼ City & Guilds assessment module comprising
a ʻMultiple Choice Paperʼ and ʻTyping Testʼ.
Using specific combinations and progressions of just 11 words in 5
scientifically structured phrases, the method trains the fingers on both
hands to work symmetrically and simultaneously – a direct result of both
hemispheres of the brain working at the same time –ʻbrain balanceʼ. No
other typing tutor works in this way.
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MIND MAPPING
& TASK MANAGEMENT
Mindmapping & task management can help the user
with organisational skills, project lists and deadlines
along with creativity and processing information.

Inspiration 10
Visual Mapping Software
Platform (Win)
Licence Type (Single)
Format (Download)
For visual mapping, outlining, writing and making presentations, use
Inspiration 10, the ultimate thinking and learning tool. Inspiration software
allows you to brainstorm ideas, structure your thoughts and visually
communicate concepts to strengthen understanding with the Diagram and
Map Views.
To take notes, organise information, and structure writing for plans, papers
and reports, use the integrated Outline View to focus on main and
supporting ideas and to clarify thinking in written form. With Inspirationʼs
Presentation Manager, transform your diagrams, mind maps and outlines
into polished presentations that communicate ideas clearly and
demonstrate understanding and knowledge.
Create webs, idea maps, mind maps, concept maps, graphic organizers,
process flows, and other diagrams for thinking, organising and writing.
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AYOA is an all in one mind mapping software solution
and whiteboard collaboration app designed to embrace
differences, elevate creativity and drive results.
Designed for a number of different people with different
working methods to all collabrate in an effective,
productive way that makes the ideas shine through.
Being designed with diversity in mind, this give the ability
for it to be fully utilized for both neuro-diverse and
Neurotypical people to work together.
AYOA’s intutive design can help people focus from the
distractions that may surround them by creating a
workspace that suits the individual. Some features
include: tabs to break down complex information,
changing the background colours to suit any preference,
solo brainstorming mode, easy view switching sections
and more.
AYOA is available on Windows, Mac and Mobile devices.

Booost is more than just another calandar or task
management app. Booost does all the things you would
expect – add events and tasks, set reminders and never
miss a deadline – but the power of Booost is in what
happens next...

Focus and break
down activities

Booost breaks events and
activities down into
manageable steps to help
students complete tasks
and navigate challenging
situations.

Get help
whenever it’s
needed

Reach out to your personalised
support network
or get specialist support from
trained volunteers any time,
any day.

Reflect and plan
ahead

Smart guides
written by experts

Look back at accomplishments
and daily mood tracking, and
look ahead at tomorrow’s
agenda.

An extensive library of specially
created guides, tips and advice,
presented intelligently for the
current focus.

Establish routines
and healthy habits

Maximise free time by
Booosting

Suggested routines to start
the day strong, and
wind-down at the end.
Create custom routines that
can be reused at any time.

Quickly schedule time for tasks
and get smart suggestions on
what to focus on, or set time
aside for personal wellbeing.

Mind View AT Suite
Mind Mapping Software
Platform (Win)
Licence Type (3 year subscription)
Format (Download)
MindView is a professional mind mapping software that allows you to
visually brainstorm, organize and present ideas.
With powerful MS Office integration, comprehensive project management
features and collaboration options, MindView has become the industry
leader in mind mapping software.
MindView has the industryʼs best Microsoft Office integration available for
mind mapping software. This guarantees ROI for mind mapping users as the
re-entering of data is not necessary when compared to traditional
brainstorming and whiteboard sessions.

Global Tasks
Task Management Software
Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)
Licence Type (Single)
Format (Download)
Global Tasks is the task management solution that reduces stress and helps
you stay on top of your work.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get things out of your head
Stop trying to remember everything, and let the app remember for you.
Stay on top of things
Know what deadlines are coming up, and what to do to hit them.
Know whatʼs going on see all your projects in one place at a glance.
Donʼt get sidetracked Youʼre in control – choose what you want to work
on. Hide the rest, for now.
• Always with you -Your tasks in sync on all your devices.
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Present Pal is a communication and presentation support software
that acts like a set of interactive flashcards on your smartphone or
tablet, integrating fully with Microsoft PowerPoint and Google Slides
through their Present Pal Integrations.

Present Pal Features Spotlight

Note Creation.

Line Focus.

Personalise.

Integrations.

Use Present Pal like a set of
interactive flashcards.

Make the app suitable to
your visual preferences.

The app magnifies the bullet
points as you scroll.

Enjoy Present Pal features
while presenting with
PowerPoint and Google
Slides

Safety Net.

Add images and additional
information.

Rehearsal Mode.

Record audio, flag areas of
concern and track slide
timings

Audio Cues.

Have your notes read out to
you through text-to-speech
technology.

Interactive Flashcards.
Create flashcards via
keyboard or text-to-speech.

LITERACY
SUPPORT
A large selection of software can aid in Literacy
support. These are designed to aid people with
difficulties in their typing experience which could
be holding them back.
These can be used by any individual to improve
their typing skills, comprehension, typing speed
and pronunciation.
There are too many to list but over the next
few pages we have a selection of software that
will suit every individual.

Global AutoCorrect
Spelling Software
Platform (Win)
Licence Type (Single)
Format (Disk/Download)
Global AutoCorrect PC is an intelligent spelling software for dyslexic students. It
automatically corrects spelling mistakes as you type, without distracting red lines
appearing. Global AutoCorrect saves you time and helps you to focus on what youʼre
writing by automatically and intelligently correcting your spelling as you type.
Improves productivity
With automatic spelling correction you can reduce red underlines, spend less time
spell-checking and focus on the creative process of writing.
Intelligent corrections
When you make a mistake, the software analyses the sound patterns in the word to
understand what youʼre trying to spell. This intelligent correction happens instantly.
Add custom corrections
If the softwareʼs not quite sure what you meant, it wonʼt just guess. Instead, you can
pick the word you meant and it will be autocorrected in the future.
Works in all programs
No plugins or configuration needed – no matter which program youʼre using, Global
AutoCorrect will automatically correct your spelling!

Wordshark v5
Read & Spell Learning Software
Platform (Win/Mac)
Licence Type (Single)
Format (Download)
Wordshark encourages the serious task of learning to read and spell with
fun literacy activities Wordshark is an important teaching resource for
improving spelling, reading and motivation.
Based on ʻAlpha to Omegaʼ and compatible with the National Literacy
Scheme, it uses over 55 games to reinforce reading and spelling using
9,000 pre-recorded words. Wordshark is designed for Key Stages 1-3 and
includes KS1-2 word lists and KS3 subject word lists, but is also great for
secondary and adult users as it includes higher level word lists.
Wordshark is ideal for children with dyslexia who may have become
disillusion with the learning process and require additional motivation with
these fun and confidence building games.
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Lightkey

AcceleRead Bundle with Claro Read SE
Text Prediction Software

Text to Speech Software

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

Lightkey is the latest advancement in
intelligent text prediction, supporting
students and employees with SpLDs,
anxiety, depression, and physical
conditions. It is intuitive to use, and its
inbuilt AI-powered spelling correction
technology learns from the user.

AcceleRead AcceleWrite by Vivienne Clifford
and Martin Miles provides full instructions
on how to use a computer with text to
speech software, to improve reading,
writing, spelling and listening
This Bundle includes Claro Read SE

Verity Spell

Spellex for Office
Accurate Spell Checking Software

Spell Checking Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

VeritySpell combines accurate spell
checking with an advanced homophone and
confusable-word checker as well as advice
on common grammatical errors.

Seamlessly add Spellex Industry Spell
Checkers to Microsoft Office or
Corel/WordPerfect.
Spellex Spell Checker is a useful addition to
your word processing software library,
allowing users to verify unsure spelling of
industry specific terminology.

Tailored to match the particular needs of
learners and adults with specific learning
difficulties (such as dyslexia).

Medincle Spellchecker

Touch-Type Read & Spell

Medical Spell Checking Software

Accessible Typing Software

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Subscription)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

Medincle medical spellchecking software is
suitable for anyone studying or working
within the healthcare industry.
Medical spelling can be complicated, but
with Medincle Spellchecker you can
improve productivity and reduce errors
Works within standard word processors.

A highly accessible typing program that
teaches spelling and reading Touch-type
Read and Spell is suitable for individuals
and families, including users with dyslexia.
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TTRS comes with separate student and
admin accounts.

Text prediction software for Windows

DICTATION &
VOICE RECOGNITION
Speech or voice recognition software allows
individuals to transform their spoken words to
digital text. It can also help navigate around the
computer.

Dragon Professional

Dragon Medical

Voice and Speech Dicitation Software

Voice and Speech Dicitation Software

Platform (Win/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single/Subscription/Multi)

Format (Disk/Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

Dragon Professional Individual is the latest
version of speech recognition software
from Nuance. It delivers fast speech
recognition at work that is up to 3 times
faster than typing to boost productivity.

Dragon Medical Practice Edition allows
clinicians to securely capture the patient
story more naturally and efficiently to
speed productivity, support thorough
documentation and ease Electronic Health
Record (EHR) usability.

Dragon speech recognition software turns
your spoken words into text and executes
voice commands, quickly and accurately.
Dragon voice recognition software is often
used by people looking to reduce repetitive
strain injuries (RSI). It is also a popular
choice of assistive technology software for
those with dyslexia and other literacy
difficulties.

Physicians and other health care providers
navigate and dictate medical
decision-making and treatment plans
directly into a patientʼs electronic record
and spend less time typing or clicking in
the EHR. Clinicians can document patient
stories more completely for improved
documentation.
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Spellex Dictation

Spellex Dictation Gold
Voice and Speech Dicitation Software

Voice and Speech Dicitation Software

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Disk/Download)

Format (Disk/Download)

The Spellex Dictation enhances dictation
software by offering thousands of words for
a range of different disciplines that do not
come as standard in Dragon Naturally
Speaking.

Spellex Dictation Gold Edition combines the
power of the Spellex Suite for Microsoft
while enhancing the vocabulary in your
favourite speech recognition software, such
as Dragon Naturally Speaking. Ideal for
those who have dyslexia and struggle with
spelling.

Available for Medical, Legal, Veterinary, &
BioScientific.

Compatibility:

Windows: Professional and Premium version
16 and below
Mac: Dictate version 6 and below (N.B.) If
you are using Dragon Dictate 4 for
Macintosh, you must update your software
to version 4.04 prior to installing Spellex.

Medincle Plus

Medincle AT Complete

Windows: Professional and Premium
version 16 and below
Mac: Dictate version 6 and below (N.B.) If
you are using Dragon Dictate 4 for
Macintosh, you must update your software
to version 4.04 prior to installing Spellex.

Voice and Speech Dicitation Software

Voice and Speech Dicitation Software

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

Medincle AT Complete is a single assistive
software tool which augments several of
the most popular pieces of assistive
software out there, to allow them to handle
complex healthcare terminology.

With Medincle Plus you can now dictate
specialist jargon efficiently into your
documents.Medincle+ is our standard
Medincle software alongside a specially
developed add-on package to augment
Dragon dictation software, allowing it to
utilise medical terminology.

Medincle AT Complete works with a range
of software:
Claro Read
Read&Write
Dragon Dictation
Office
Mindview &Inspiration
Notetalker
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Medincle Plus works with a range of
software:
Dragon Speech Recognition
Claro Read
Read&Write
Dragon Dictation
Office
Mindview &Inspiration
Notetalker

eLEARNING
SOLUTIONS
FindMyFlow

A collection of eLearning courses that can
aid in personal developement & study skills.

Aspire
Develop a Customised Learning Path

Student Study Portal

Course long Service

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

promotes Self-Development

Licence Type (Course subscription)

Format (Web App)

Format (Web App)

FindMyFlow enables students to develop a
customised learning path, based on their
skills and needs, so whether used alone or
in conjunction with one-to-one training,
you can be secure in the knowledge you
can recap, reinforce and develop your skills
at any time along your academic journey.

Aspire is an online student support
platform designed to bridge the gap
between assistive technology and 1-2-1
support. Designed to support across four
key pillars Study skills, Assisstive
technology, Mental health & wellbeing,
Career related learning.

Pro Study

iView Learning
Dedicated Research Database

Assistive Technology Learning Portal

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Web App)

Format (Download)

Pro-Study is the leading software for taking
the stress out of collecting, organising and
referencing research for your assignments

iView Learning covers a wide range of
Assistive Technology, with new content
being added all of the time. Covering all of
the popular assistive software programs
such as text-to-speech, voice recognition,
mind mapping, note taking and more!
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02

HARDWARE

From a simple colour overlay to world leading technology, hardware
is here to help take control of everyday situations that would otherwise
made life more difficult.

PORTABLE &
DESKTOP
SCANNERS
Fujitsu SV600 Book Scanner

Books, magazines or any printed matter can be captured
in a flash with a scanner. Save it for later use or discover
a new or unsual word with a portable device.

C-Pen Reader

Curve Correction Feature

Portable Text Reader

Platform (Win/Mac)

OCR Engine to Capture Text

Scan any Document

PC and Mac Compatabile

Quick Menu System

Suitable for Dyslexia

Scan any type of document whether flat sheet
or bound up to A3 in size. The SV600
automatically corrects curved page distortion
in bound documents up to 30mm deep and
contactless scanning helps protect delicate
documents and produces high-quality
readability using VI technology.

The C-Pen Reader is a scanning pen ideal
for anyone who is learning English as a
second language, or those who suffer from
literacy difficulties such as dyslexia.
It is a small, portable and lightweight device
ideal for you to carry with you anywhere.

The Exam Pen Reader from C-Pen

C-Pen Dictionary

Portable Text Reader

Translates words in 6 Different Languages

Ideal for English as a Second Language

Natural Speaking Voice

Approved for Exams

Ability to Scan to the Computer

The C-Pen Exam Reader is a scanning
device ideal for anyone who is learning
English as a second language, or those who
suffer from literacy difficulties such as
dyslexia.
The Exam Reader has been approved by The
Joint Councilfor Qualifications (JCQ) for use
in exams.
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Suitable for Dyslexia

The Dictionary Pen is ideal for anyone
working or studying.
The embedded camera and OCR technology
enables lookup or translation of words
without the need for a single “click”.

READING
RULERS
Crossbow Education 5 Pack Plain Reading Rulers

A range of reading rulers to help people who struggle
with eye tracking and have problems with visual
dyslexia when reading.

Crossbow 5 Pack Duo Window Reading Ruler

Suitable for Printed Text

Suitable for Printed Text

Eye Level Reading Ruler

Durable Plastic Ruler

Coloured Overlay

Perfect Size to Fit in a Pencil Case

The eye level reading ruler is a coloured
overlay filter and text highlighter about the
size of a six-inch ruler that will fit easily
into a pocket of pencil case, or can be kept
in the pages of a book as a bookmark.
Discreet and not childish-looking, the
reading ruler is made of a combination of
opaque and transparent plastic.

The eye level reading ruler is a coloured
overlay filter and text highlighter about the
size of a six-inch ruler that will fit easily
into a pocket of pencil case, or can be kept
in the pages of a book as a bookmark.

Crossbow 10 Pack Duo Window Reading Ruler

Discreet and not childish-looking, the
reading ruler is made of a combination of
opaque and transparent plastic.

10 Pack Duo Window Reading Rulers

Suitable for Printed Text

Suitable for printed text

Durable Plastic Ruler

1 Ruler in each colour

Perfect Size to Fit in a Pencil Case

Perfect Size to Fit in a Pencil Case

The eye level reading ruler is a coloured
overlay filter and text highlighter about the
size of a six-inch ruler that will fit easily
into a pocket of pencil case, or can be kept
in the pages of a book as a bookmark.

Each Pack includes 1 of each colour we sell:
Aqua Blue, Sky Blue, Yellow, Grass Green,
Celery Green, Jade Green, Pink, Magenta,
Orange and Purple.
The Reading Ruler: Narrow (app. 1 cm)
strip for highlighting single lines of text
Broad (app. 2.5 cms) strip for scanning
ahead in a paragraph, and for studying
diagrams, tables, columns of figures etc.

Discreet and not childish-looking, the
reading ruler is made of a combination of
opaque and transparent plastic.
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Cooler Ruler

Eye Lighter
Encourages Independent Reading

Suitable for Printed Text

Isolates Word or Line

Made from Durable Plastic

Ideal for Those with Dyslexia or Dspraxia

6 Colours Available

The CoolerRuler has been developed to
help people focus on their reading without
being distracted.

The Eye Lighter Reading Ruler is a 6” long
transparent plastic highlighter which can
help to maintain a readerʼs focus,
concentration and comprehension.

The slider within this practical and
innovative ruler allows for a word or line of
text to be isolated from its surrounding
text enabling those who are easily
distracted to concentrate on their reading.

The design of the Eye Lighter allows
readers to underline the sentence they are
reading and allows them to track 1, 2 or 3
lines at a time which is important as their
fluency and speed increase.

Eye Lighter Mixed 4 Pack

Eye Lighter 10 Pack

Suitable for printed text

Suitable for Printed Text

Made from durable plastic

Made from Durable Plastic

6 Different colours

6 Colours Available

The Eye Lighter Reading Ruler is a 6” long
transparent plastic highlighter which can
help to maintain a readerʼs focus,
concentration and comprehension.

The Eye Lighter Reading Ruler is a 6” long
transparent plastic highlighter which can
help to maintain a readerʼs focus,
concentration and comprehension.

The design of the Eye Lighter allows
readers to underline the sentence they are
reading and allows them to track 1, 2 or 3
lines at a time which is important as their
fluency and speed increase.

The design of the Eye Lighter allows
readers to underline the sentence they are
reading and allows them to track 1, 2 or 3
lines at a time which is important as thevir
fluency and speed increase. Benefits:
Reduce frustration and save time by
helping students not lose their place or
re-read lines.
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COLOURED
OVERLAYS
Irlen Overlay

Coloured overlays are available to help correct reading
problems caused by dyslexia and meares-Irlen Syndrome.
Overlays are also available for electronic devices.

Irlen Clings
9” X 12” Coloured Acetate Overlays

5 Colours Available

10 Colours Available

Perfect Solution for Electronic Devices

Can Improve the Reading Experience

Can be Reused Without Leaving any Residue.
Irlen Coloured Overlay Clings are the perfect
colour solution for electronic devices,
including computers, tablets, eReaders, and
phones.
Available in Irlen registered colours: Aqua,
Blue-Grey, Green, Rose, Turquoise, Purple
and Yellow, Irlen Clings have an optical-grade
clear adhesive backing that allows them to
stick directly onto your screen.

Backed by over 30 years of research, the
Irlen Institute is the pioneer and global
leader in the visual processing technology
that has helped millions of adults and
children around the world.

Irlen Overlay 10 Colours

Irlen Visual Stress Bundle

10 Colour Options

Dyslexia and Meares Irlen Syndrome

9” x 12” Coloured Acetate Overlays

Available in 5 Colours

Can Improve Reading

Visual Stress Aid

Irlen Colour Overlay Pack, genuine overlays
available in 10 colours. Backed by over 30
years of research, the Irlen Institute is the
pioneer and global leader in the visual
processing technology that has helped
millions of adults and children around the
world.

We are offering a range of visual stress
starter bundles in our most popular colours
to support those with disabilities such as
dyslexia and Irlen Syndrome.
Colour bundles available: Green, Rose,
Turquoise, Yellow or Purple.
Irlen Overlay Clings
Genuine Irlen Overlay
Pukka Pad & Eyelighter Ruler
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Crossbow Monitor Overlay

Irlen Clings

Monitor Overlay

Coloured Screen Otverlays

Sizes: 17” 19” 21.5ʼ 22” 23”

Measurements: 210 x 297 mm

Options: 6 different colours

Options: 7 different colours

Crossbow Education coloured monitor
overlays can be used to reduce glare by
placing it flat against the computer screen.
Colours can also be combined to create
deeper or mixed tints.
These acetate coloured overlays are ideal
for changing the background colour of a
web page to make it easier for you to read.

Irlen Clings designed for devices with
screens, such as mobile phones, laptops
and computers, can help correct reading
problems caused by dyslexia and Meares
Irlen Syndrome.

Crossbow Education 10 Pack of Coloured Overlay

Available in Irlen registered colours

Cerium A4 Overlay

10 Colour Overlays Included

Acetate Colour Overlays

Matt Coating

Measurements: 210 x 297 mm

Reading Ruler Alternative

Options: 10 Different Colours

Full size overlays can be preferable to the
smaller, more convenient Reading Rulers in
a number of cases.
For example where factors of age or
disability cause coordination problems.

Full size overlays can be preferable to the
smaller, more convenient Reading Rulers in
a number of cases. For example where
factors of age or disability cause
coordination problems, or when both
hands are engaged.

Lumi Desklamp for SAD
Touch-Control Light
Blue-Enriched White LEDs
Effective SAD Light Therapy
H W D: 55 x 29 x 20 cm
Touch-control light levels and adjustable neck for reading and
task lighting with blue-enriched white LEDs for effective SAD
light therapy.
Use in the office or at home to lift mood, boost concentration,
restore natural energy and treat the symptoms of SAD.
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Headsets,
Headphones
& Microphones

Headsets are designed for a
variety of uses from
conference calls,
telephone useage, podcasts,
speech recognition, music
and much more.

Andrea NC-181VM USB Headset

Andrea NC-185VM USB Headset

High Quality Speech Accurancy

40mm Stereo Speakers

Noise Cancelling Technology

Comfortable Foam Ear Cushions

PC & Mac Compatible

PC and Mac Compatiable

Mono Headset

Over Ear Headphones

These headsets are an ideal companion to
use with Dragon NaturallySpeaking the
voice recognition software to support
people with dyslexia, repetitive strain
injury, or other disability where the user
would prefer to use their voice to produce
documents, emails, and more.

The Andrea NC-185VM USB Headset is a
high-fidelity stereo headset, which comes
with a noise-cancelling microphone and
boasts the highest voice recognition
industry rating.

Andrea WNC2100 Wireless Bluetooth Headset

Andrea WNC2500 Wireless Bluetooth Headset

Bluetooth Compatable

Wireless Headphones

Noise Cancelling

Noise-Cancelling

Padded Headband

12 Hours of Talk Time

Mono Headset

Over Ear Headphones

The Andrea WNC-2100 Wireless Noise
Cancelling Bluetooth® Mono Headset has an
easy-to-use interface that puts the controls
right at your fingertips, the WNC-2100 offers
up to 12 hours of talk time. The semi-rigid
boom ensures perfect placement of the
noise-cancelling microphone and rotates
360° for left of right side usage.

Andrea ANC-700 Mono Headset

The Andrea WNC-2500 Wireless Noise-Cancelling Bluetooth® Stereo Headset has an
easy-to-use interface that puts the controls
right at your fingertips, the WNC-2500 offers
up to 12 hours of talk time. The semi-rigid
boom ensures perfect placement of the
noise-cancelling microphone and rotates
360° for left or right side usage.

Andrea ANR-950 Headphones

Noise Cancelling

Soft Vinyl Closed Ear Cushions

PC headset

Fully Collapsible Design

Echo Speaker Feedback

40mm Speakers with Deep Bass Sound

Mono Headset

Over Ear headphones

The Andrea PC Headset ANC-700L features
state-of-the-art, Noise Canceling
microphone technology that removes
background noise and echo speaker
feedback for optimal voice recognition.

Andrea ANR-950 Wireless Bluetooth
Headphones with Active Noise Reduction
40mm speakers with deep bass sound deliver
crystal clear audio Active noise reduction
technology (ANR) eliminates unwanted noise,
creating a peaceful listening environment
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Andrea EDU-255 Over-Ear Stereo Headset

Andrea EDU-455 Over-Ear Stereo Headset

Mobile/PC/USB Connections

Mobile/PC/USB Connections

Noise Cancelling

Mircophone Attachment

Wired Connection

Extra Thick Leatherette Ear Cushions

Over Ear Headphones

Noise-Cancelling

The Andrea Communications EDU-255
Over-Ear Headset has an exclusive
noise-cancelling microphone with internal
windscreens, which minimize breath popping,
has been awarded the coveted “6 Dragon”
rating for speech accuracy by Nuance.

The Andrea Communications EDU-455
Over-Ear Headset has exclusive
noise-cancelling microphone with internal
windscreens, which minimize breath
popping, has been awarded the coveted “6
Dragon” rating for speech accuracy by
Nuance.

Andrea EDU-375 On-Ear Stereo Headphones

Andrea EDU-175 On-Ear Stereo Headphones

Inline Volume Control

Inline Volume Control

Plush Leatherette Ear Cushions

Plush Leatherette Ear Cushions

Adjustable Dual Band

Adjustable Band

Overear Headphones

Overear Headphones

The Andrea Communications EDU-375
headphones, with convenient in-line
volume control, are perfect for use in
educational settings, as computer
headphones, or for listening to your
favourite music or podcasts. Plush
leatherette ear cushions are easy to wipe
clean and block out surrounding noise.

The Andrea Communications EDU-175
headphones, with convenient in-line
volume control, are perfect for use in
educational settings, as computer
headphones, or for listening to your
favourite music or podcasts.

Andrea SG-110M Shotgun Microphone

Andrea SB-805B SuperBeam Cans Headphones
Foldable design

Shotgun Mircophone

Hi-def Sound

Directional Noise Cancellation

3D Surround Sound

3.5mm TRRS Plug

Overear Headphones

Lightweight Design

SuperBeam headsets deliver Hi-Definition
sound. The unique integrated array
microphone system is designed for use
with Andreaʼs patented beam forming and
digital noise reduction audio software.

The Andrea SG-110M Shotgun Microphone
is ideal for lecture recording as it features
directional noise cancellation and is
lightweight and portable.
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Jabra EVOLVE 65 MS Stereo headset

SpeechWare Table Microphone

Wireless Headphones

Desktop Mircophone

10 hours of Talk Time

Digital Control Panel

PC, Smartphone or Tablet Connection

Standard Inputs and Outputs

The Jabra Evolve 65 is a professional
wireless headset featuring 10-hour talk
time on a single charge with a standby time
of up to 15 days.

The TableMike USB 3-in-1 from SpeechWare is a high sensitive noise cancelling
Desktop microphone with a USB interface
and standard input and output sound
jacks.

The Wireless Bluetooth technology gives
the user 30 metres (100 feet) of hands-free
connectivity to PC, smartphone and tablet
and the ability to connect to 2 devices at
the same time
The specially designed ear cushions
provide the user with ʻpassive noise
cancellationʼ to help eliminate high-frequency noise, such as human voices.

The digital control panel gives the user
programmable volume buttons with the
TableMike Config application and has a
detachable and interchangeable microphone boom with rigid tip.
Features an industry first integrated Digital
Sound Processor (DSP), Speech Equaliser
(EQ) and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) for
long and variable range dictation of up to
50 cm or 20″ with maximum accuracy
(Green LED mode).

The red busy light lets people know that
the user is either on the phone or does not
want to be disturbed.

Samson Go Mic USB Mircophone

Olypmus TP-8 Telephone Pick up

Multiple Funcationality

Ideal for Phone Conversations

Platform (Win/Mac)

Good for Mobile and Landline Phones

Plug and Play Options

3 Earpiece Sizes

The Samson Go Mic is perfect for recording
music, podcasts or field recording, but its
range of functionality extends beyond
typical USB microphones.

Ideal for any phone conversations: When
speaking on the telephone, the TP-8 will
capture both sides of the conversation for
recording by your voice recorder.

Ideal for voice recognition software, iChat,
web casting and even Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP), Go Mic is the ideal solution
for recording on the go. Because of its
custom, compact design, the Go Mic can
clip right onto your laptop or sit unobtrusively on your desk.

Just plug the TP-8 jack into the “MIC” jack
of your recorder, and put the earphone
side into your ear. The TP-8 is recommended for both cellular phones and
landline phones including DECT standards.
Ear pieces in three different sizes (S/M/L)
are included.

Plug and play operation also means itʼs
completely compatible with a Mac OS or
Windows, with no drivers required.
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ASSISTIVE
INPUT
DEVICES

Alternative input devices contains switches and
joysticks suitable for people with limited hand control,
motor skill difficulties and poor hand-to-eye
co-ordination.

Slim line Joystick

n-ABLER Pro

4 Cursor Speed Setting

Mouse Alternative

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Touch Sensative Buttons

Requires Minimal Hand Movement

The Slimline Joystick is perfect for smaller
hands as it has a small footprint and a low
profile, allowing it to be used comfortably
for extended periods by younger users.

The n-ABLER Pro Joystick is a computer
mouse alternative to help computer users
with limited hand control, motor skill
difficulties, poor hand-eye-coordination
and other disabilities access their PC, Mac
or Chromebook.It reduces wrist and elbow
strain as it requires minimal hand
movement.

The Slimline Joystick has four cursor speed
settings allow the unit to be configured for
the userʼs precise needs.
Each of the two touch sensitive buttons
may be programmed to be left click, right
click, double-click or drag-lock and two
sockets allow external switches to replace
the touch buttons where required.

Springboard Keyboard
Suitable for Cerebral Palsy Users
Qwerty keyboard
Soft Rubber Keys
Created by a user with cerebral palsy, Lime
Assistive Technologyʼs Springboard PC-1 is
a rugged and compact soft touch silicone
rubber QWERTY keyboard featuring an
integrated keyguard designed to offer
users with involuntary movements a more
accessible computer experience.
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Features
• Audible feedback for the touch buttons
• USB connection with Plug and Play, and
compatible with PC, Mac, Chromebook and
tablet devices that support external mice.
• Does not require any driver software to
be loaded onto host computer- ideal for
managed computer systems often used in
schools.
• Speed settings and button functions
retained if the unit is unplugged or
powered down.

Contour RollerMouse Red
Designed with Ergonomics in Mind
Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)
Textured & Thicker Roller Bar
The RollerMouse Red is placed in front of the user to eliminate awkward
gripping, reaching or straining associated with a traditional mouse.
Avoiding these movements increases efficiency and productivity.
A textured and thicker roller bar coupled with 7 sensors greatly increases
cursor precision and reduces muscle effort. The RollerMouse Red can
reduce muscle effort in the forearms by up to 20%, as it lets you perform
tasks with fewer muscles and a neutral hand position.
It works well in compact spaces, and for users with average to small hands.
RollerMouse Red also provides more palm support and a smooth, soft and
comfortable transition between your RollerMouse and desktop, distributing
pressure over a wider area. RollerMouse Red is ideal for use with mountable
keyboard trays.

Contour RollerMouse Pro3
Ideal for Extended Use
Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)
3 Different Mode Options
The Contour Rollermouse Pro3 is a great option for professionals and
anyone else who uses a mouse for long periods every day.
Sitting below your keyboard, Pro3 eliminates the need to reach for the
mouse, lessening stress from your neck to your fingers. The width of this
RollerMouse makes it especially suitable for standard or full-size keyboards
for comfortable typing.
Rollermouse Pro3 allows you to work faster, and more comfortably.
With adjustable features the Pro 3 is designed with helpful features such as
copy - paste button with one click, 3 different mode options and the option
to customize your click force and cursor speed. Choose from ten cursor
speeds ranging from 600 to 2400 dpi by using the central cursor speed
button. Blue lights signify which speed setting you are currently using from
lowest to highest.
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DIGITAL
RECORDERS
Olympus DM770 Digital Recorder

Digital recorders are ideal for anyone with dyslexia and
people who need support with note-taking.

Olympus DS-9000 Digital Recorder

Three Stereo Mircophone

2 Mircophone System

Mirco SD

Precise 4 Position Side Switch

6 Scene Modes for Optimal Recording

2.4” Colour Display

The Olympus DM-770 has three stereo
microphones which takes the audio quality
capture to another level and makes the
sound quality more balanced. Audio is
saved on the digital recorder as either MP3,
WMA or Linear PCM files which exceeds CD
quality.

The Olympus DS-9000 System Edition
features a 2.4″ colour display, intelligent 2
microphone system and device locking and is
the ideal solution for use with Dragon
NaturallySpeaking speech recognition
software
Every professional sector involves sensitive
information in the workplace that needs to be
safeguarded by the strictest data security

Olympus VP-10 Pen Digital Recorder

Olympus WS-852 Digital Recorder

Advance Audio Recorder

High Performance Recording

Anti Rustle Filter

Low Cut Filter

Instant Operations

Smart Functionalilty

The new Olympus VP-10 gives a new
dimension to digital business recording.
Although discreet in design, this advanced
audio recorder tool offers high-quality
stereo recording and a host of convenient
features for instant operation and clear
recordings.

The Olympus WS-852 digital voice recorder
combines high-performance stereo
recording with smart functionality. This not
only makes it a pleasure to use, but also
easy to handle in any situation.
The Low-cut Filter efficiently eliminates
lower-frequency noise.
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With a variety of different pen options as well as the
Smart RECO recording device you can keep detailed
notes that will be organised and easy to access.
The Neo Smartpen digitises the handwritten data created on the digital notebooks (digital paper).
The Neo Smartpen will save the data on a connected
mobile device.
With added cloud syncing you can match up your notes
on all your devices.

Neo Smart Dimo

Neo Smart M1+
Smart Pen

Smart Pen

Converts your Writing to Digital Files

Converts your Writing to Digital File

2 Colour Options

3 Colour Options

Works with Neo Digital Notebooks

Works with Neo Digital Notebooks

Digitize your Notes The Neo Smartpen Dimo
has an internal camera that captures your
handwritten texts and converts them to
digital documents when the pen syncs with
Neo Studio app. Dimo is compatible with
Neo Studio app and you can export your
handwritten notes to various formats.

The Neo Smartpen M1+ features an optical
sensor that captures your handwriting on
an NCode paper and converts it to digital
file with the use of the companion app.
The Neo Studio app allows you to convert
analog writing into text.

Neo Pen N2

Neo Smart RECO
Smart Pen

Voice Recorder

Converts your Writing to Digital Files

Time Stamping System

2 Colour Options

Small Portable Design

Works with Neo digital notebooks

The voice recorder that keeps track of your
notes written on paper. Meet the recorder
that will change the shape of your classes
and meetings. When you write notes on
paper while recording the audio, they are
instantly time stamped with the time code.
It means that you do not need to waste
your time fast forwarding and rewinding to
replay specific parts of your recording.

The Neo Smartpen N2 has an internal
camera that captures your handwritten
texts and converts them to digital documents when the pen syncs with Neo Studio
app. The digital pen has 90MB of internal
storage so you can transfer your stored
handwriting data at a later time.
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VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT
SOLUTIONS
Our range of visual impairment hardware promotes
independence. The handheld magnifiers are ideal for
tasks like reading or viewing small print when the
user has low or poor vision. Desktop magnifiers can
also have text-to-speech so content is read aloud.
With the OrCam smart reader device you can aid in
full page reading, identifiying people, or even counting
change in your pocket. This can radically change the
life of someone with VI needs.

About OrCam
OrCamʼs mission is to harness the power of artificial vision by
incorporating pioneering technology into a
wearable platform which improves the lives of individuals who
are blind, visually impaired, and have reading difficulties.
OrCam was jointly founded in 2010 by Prof. Amnon Shashua
and Mr. Ziv Aviram, who are also the co-founders of
Mobileye, the collision avoidance system leader and
autonomous driving innovator. The original OrCam MyEye
device was launched in 2015, and the next generation OrCam
MyEye 2.0 was launched in 2017.

OrCam MyEye Pro
Connects to any Glasses
Voice Activated
Read Text from a Book, Smartphone & More
OrCam MyEye PRO contains all features, including text reading, recognizing
faces, identifying products, money notes, barcodes, colors, telling time, and
the brand new Smart Reading and Orientation features.
OrCam MyEye is a revolutionary voice activated device that attaches to
virtually any glasses. It can instantly read to you text from a book,
smartphone screen or any other surface, recognize faces, help you shop on
your own, work more efficiently, and live a more independent life!
OrCam MyEye conveys visual information audibly, in real-time and offline.
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OrCam MyEye Smart
Advanced Text Reading Features
Connects to any Glasses
Voice Activated
OrCam MyEye Basic contains the text reading feature, as well as the brand
new Smart Reading feature.
OrCam MyEye is a revolutionary voice activated device that attaches to
virtually any glasses. It can instantly read to you text from a book,
smartphone screen or any other surface,
recognize faces, help you shop on your own, work more efficiently, and live
a more independent life!
OrCam MyEye conveys visual information audibly, in real-time and offline.

OrCam Smart Read
Lightweight Reader
Built in Speaker & Headphone Port
Bluetooth Compataible
Orcam Read can assist people who have mild low vision, reading difficulties,
including dyslexia and reading fatigue.
OrCam Read is a highly sophisticated lightweight smart Pen Style camera.
Using artificial intelligence technology, it instantly reads any printed or
digital text from books, newspapers, smartphone screens, computers, and
more.
It is intuitively operated, with just the press of a button. Either listen via the
mini speaker on the device or through headphones (wired or Bluetooth).
OrCam Read is the most efficient smart pen on the market, with Speed
Reading and the only one with Full Page Capture. It is designed for all ages
and does not require an internet connection. It can assist people who have
mild low vision, reading difficulties, including dyslexia and reading fatigue.
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Ruby XL HD

Ruby HD
HD magnification

5 inch HD Screen

Slimline Design

14X magnification

4.3 Inch Screen

Slimeline Design

The RUBY HD combines high-definition
camera technology with a lightweight body
to bring you crystal-clear images in a small
package.

Easy to Use Controls

The 4.3-inch screen and built-in LED
lighting provide magnified high-contrast
images with no distortion.

Readit Scholar

The all-new RUBY XL HD puts crystal clear,
high-definition magnification in the palm
of your hand. The slim RUBY XL HD goes
anywhere with you, while the five-inch
screen brings out even the finest details.

Pearl + Openbook
High Resolution 3-1 Camera

Convert Printed and Graphic Based Text

Instant Access to Printed Documents

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (win/Mac)

Software Designed to Enhance Text

The Scholar HD is an exceptionally high
resolution 3-in-1 camera that is compact,
lightweight and works with the Readit
software. It enables instant access to
printed documents converting them to
large print & text-to-speech output.

OpenBook converts printed documents or
graphic-based text into an electronic text
format on your PC, using high-quality speech
and the latest optical character recognition
(OCR) technology.

Monster 2 Keyboard

XLPrint Logic Skin Apple

Large Colourful keys

Designed to help with Visual Impairment

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Only 0.5 mm Thick

Helps with Coordination

Apple magic Keyboard with Number Pad

Meet the Monster 2 Keyboards from
Accuratus. There are a variety of keyboards
making them suitable for young children
who are enjoying the fun of learning to
type and for those with a visual
impairment.

Stylish high quality silicone keyboard skin
for Apple keyboard with Numeric Keypad.
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Designed for people with visual
impairments, the LogicSkin Apple Magic
Keyboard Cover features enlarged black
uppercase letters on a white background.

HEARING
IMPAIRMENT
For anyone who has difficulty with hearing, these products
can improve day to day life, aiding in tasks such as
watching TV, using the telephone and more.

Phonak Roger EasyPen

Phonak Roger Pen Transmitter

Premium Speech in Noise

Wireless Mircophone

TC Connectivity

Suitable for People with Hearing Loss

Audio Input for Multimedia

Descreet Design

The Roger EasyPen is an exciting product
for clients who desire ultimate simplicity
with full Roger performance and do not
need Bluetooth functionality or manual
microphone control.

The Roger Pen is a wireless microphone
which is designed to support individuals
with hearing loss in challenging listening
environments such as when multiple
conversations are taking place in a room.
When using the Roger pen, users will be able
to understand up to 62% more speech in
noise and over distance compared to people
with no hearing loss. It has been designed
with discretion in mind and is an ideal piece
of assistive technology for teenagers and
adults.

Designed with discretion in mind, the
Roger EasyPen microphone features
premium speech-in-noise and over
distance performance, adaptive wireless
transmission, fully automated settings, TV
connectivity and an audio input for
listening to multimedia.

The directional microphone automatically
adapts to different noise environments
including conferences and interview settings
without the user having to change any
settings.

It can also be used alongside other Roger
Clip-On Mics,Roger Pens and Roger
EasyPens in a microphone network.
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Geemarc V2T-10 Voice to Text Converter
Voice to text converter

Large button design

Designed to Help with Landline Calls

Hearing Aid Compatible

Conversation written up on smartphone

Volume up to 50dB

With the Geemarc V2T-10 the userʼs
landline phone conversation can be
converted from voice to text onto a
Smartphone or tablet with the ʻText Hear
Personal Appʼ. The V2T10 device is
connected between the phone cord and its
base and once the application is launched
the conversation will be written up on the
userʼs Smartphone or tablet.

SOS Button

Phonak Roger 14 Type 02

Conversor Pro

Geemarc CL595 Telephone

The Geemarc CL595 telephone with
answering machine is hearing aid
compatible and has a receiving volume of
up to 50dB. Function to block up to 100
unwanted numbers, Speaker phone
function, Mute & pause function.

Phonak Roger 14 Type 03

Type 02 Roger Reciever

Designed to be used with Roger Transmitters

Designed to Use with Any Roger Transmitter

Easy to Fit

Slimline Deisgn

14 Adjustments

The Roger 14 is a dedicated,
self -contained, micro type 02 roger
receiver. This is one of the new receivers
designed for use with the Phonak Roger
transmitters.

The Roger 14 is a dedicated,
self -contained, micro type 03 Roger
receiver. This is one of the new receivers
designed for use with the Phonak Roger
transmitters.
The Roger 14 type 03 receivers are for use
with Roger Pen and Roger Clip-On Mic
transmitters.
Please note that type 03 receivers cannot
be used with Roger inspiro transmitters.

The Roger 14 type 02 receivers are for use
with any Roger transmitter i.e. Roger
inspiro, Roger Pen and Roger Clip-On Mic
transmitters.

Personal Assistive Listening Device
Boost Audio Volume
Reduces Background Noise
The Conversor Pro for personal assistive
listening to boost audio volume and remove
background noise.
The Conversor Pro is an affordable assistive
listening device that offers users the
versatility to enjoy the most out of everyday
life. With unmatched comfort, ease of use,
and wireless portability.
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It is designed for easy use with Telecoil-equipped hearing aids, cochlear
implants, and binaural headphones or earbuds. The Conversor Pro focuses on
desired sounds, near or far away, filtering out unwanted background noise up to
30 db, and greatly enhancing sound level and clarity. By removing
background noise, the desired sound is much clearer and more intelligible, even
in noisy environments. And by increasing the available sound level, less strain is
placed on hearing aid amplifiers, eliminating distortion and feedback.
With The Conversor Pro, users can now take a more active part in everyday
listening situations, without the frustration of not hearing properly. It enables
easy listening and relaxed conversation anywhere users happen to be – whether
in the classroom or office, at social gatherings, driving in the car, out shopping,
or at home.

KEYBOARDS
& MICE
When using computer a daily basis think
about which parts of it are used to interact
with it the most.
For most people that is the keyboard, mouse
or trackpad. This is why it is vital to get one
that feels comfortable, has the features that
may be be required and is reliable.
There are a variety of keyboards and mice
suitable for a range of needs, from high
visibility keyboards, ergonomically designed
input devices and those for everyday use to
be used with computer systems or laptops.

GoldTouch Numberpad Black USB

Goldtouch Go Keyboard

Reduces Repetitive Strain

Ergonomic Designed Keyboard

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Recommended for Extenstive Data Entry

Perfect for Work & Travel

The repetitive motions associated with data
entry can put a big strain on fingers, wrists,
joints and nerves.
Whether you make frequent calculations, or
only perform number-intensive tasks once
in awhile, an external numeric keypad is an
excellent way to speed you through the
data entry process.

Sleek, slim, lightweight and at only 498g,
the Goldtouch Go! 2 Mobile Keyboard is the
perfect work and travel companion for the
on-the-go worke.
This clever compact keyboard is designed
to optimise your workspace without
sacrificing comfort over portability.

Posturite Numberslide

Penclic Mini Keyboard

Retractable Number Pad

Mini Design Keyboard

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Ergonomic Keyboard

Sleek Ergonomic Solution

The Number Slideʼs retractable number pad
slides out when you need it and away when
you are finished. This feature delivers
important ergonomic advantages over
conventional standard or mini keyboards.
Compared to standard keyboards, Number
Slide reduces the distance you need to
reach and use your mouse.

These sleek designed keyboards from
Penclic are ideal as an ergonomic solution
which are small enough to slip into a
laptop bag whilst retaining all the durability
and function from a high-end keyboard.
The mini size improves your positioning for
a healthier, more comfortable experience
at your computer

S-board 840 Design USB Mini Keyboard

S-board 840 Design Numeric Number Pad

Compact keyboard

External Numberpad

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Lightweight and Compact

Recommended for Extenstive Data Entry

The Bakker Elkhuizen S-Board 840 compact
keyboard is a small yet highly functional
keyboard, with a pleasurable typing feeling
whilst giving you more desk space.
We highly recommend this keyboard for its
well thought-out design, which is
lightweight and compact.

The S-Board 840 (formally known as
Ergostars Saturnus) is an external number
pad which is recommended for users
handling extensive data entries.
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This external number pad fits with its
design to the S-board 840 compact
keyboard (Ergostars Saturnus)

Geemarc Standard Big Letter Keyboard

Monster 2 Keyboard

Big letter keyboard

High Contrast Colour keys

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

USB Connection

Suitable for people with Visual Impairments

The Geemarc Standard Big Letter Keyboard
is designed to support those with visual
impairments access a computer.

Meet the Monster 2 Keyboards from
Accuratus. There are a variety of keyboards
making them suitable for young children
who are enjoying the fun of learning to
type and for those with a visual impairment
The high contrast coloured keys can help
alleviate the eye strain associated with
using a computer keyboard

It features large white text (uppercase) on
big black keys for increased visibility and
has a 105 keys enhanced Windows layout.
The keyboard plugs in via USB.

XL Print – White on Black Mini Keyboard

XL Print – Black on White Mini Keyboard

Designed for Apple ipad & iphone

Bluetooh Compatiable

Lightweight Design

Large Print keyboard

Bluetooth Compatiable

Platform (iPad / iPhone)

The LogicKeyboard Bluetooth Mini
Keyboard has been designed for Apple iPad
and iPhone users with visual impairments.

The LogicKeyboard Bluetooth Mini
Keyboard is the industryʼs first large print
Bluetooth keyboard designed for the Vision
impaired and mature-aged Apple iPad and
iPhone users.
Now there is a way to type on a real
keyboard with letters that are easy to see
and locate.

The keyboard features large letters that are
easy to see and locate. It is compact and
lightweight with proven Bluetooth
technology

XL Print Apple Magic KB Skin

Standivarius Piano II USB Keyboard

Designed for People with VI Impairments

USB Ultra Thin Keyboard

Platform (Magic Keyboard with Number pad)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Only 0.5mm Thick

High Comfort Typing

Designed for people with visual impairments, the LogicSkin Apple Magic Keyboard
Cover features enlarged black uppercase
letters on a white background.
It is made from high-grade silicone and is
only 0.5mm thick. Easily attaches to the
keyboard. Flexible to allow for normal
non-slip soft typing.

The Standivarius Piano is a sleek,
ultra-portable ergonomic USB keyboard.
The Piano is ultra-thin for high comfort
typing with a QWERTY layout for an
excellent typing experience.
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Evoluent VerticalMouse 4 (Right Handed Wired)

Evoluent VerticalMouse 4 (Right Handed S Wired)

Ergonomic Design

Ergonomic Design

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Right Handed Mouse

Right handed Mouse with Smaller Design

Many people find using a standard mouse
uncomfortable. This is caused by the
design of a standard mouse causing the
arm to twist slightly so that the palm faces
downwards. The Evoluent mouse takes the
functionality of a standard mouse, whilst
redesigning its positioning.

The Evoluent mouse takes the functionality
of a standard mouse, whilst redesigning its
positioning completely to ensure that it is
as comfortable as it can possibly be.
In order to do this the Evoluent mouse is
held in a ʻhandshake gripʼ.

Evoluent VerticalMouse 4 (Left Handed Wired)

Evoluent VerticalMouse 4 (Right Handed Wireless)
Ergonomic Design

Ergonomic Design

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Right handed Wireless Mouse

Left Handed Mouse

The Evoluent mouse takes the functionality
of a standard mouse, whilst redesigning its
positioning completely to ensure that it is
as comfortable as it can possibly be.

The Evoluent mouse takes the functionality
of a standard mouse, whilst redesigning its
positioning completely to ensure that it is
as comfortable as it can possibly be.

In order to do this the Evoluent mouse is
held in a ʻhandshake gripʼ.

In order to do this the Evoluent mouse is
held in a ʻhandshake gripʼ.

Evoluent VerticalMouse 4 (Mac Wireless Bluetooth)

Evoluent VMC Right Handed USB

Ergonomic Design

Ergonomic Design

Platform (Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Wireless Mouse

Right Handed Mouse

The Evoluent mouse takes the functionality
of a standard mouse, whilst redesigning its
positioning completely to ensure that it is
as comfortable as it can possibly be.

The Evoluent mouse takes the functionality
of a standard mouse, whilst redesigning its
positioning completely to ensure that it is
as comfortable as it can possibly be.

In order to do this the Evoluent mouse is
held in a ʻhandshake gripʼ.

Style wise, thereʼs no beating the Evoluent
VMC.
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OysterMouse Wired Ambidextrous Mouse

Penguin Vertical Mouse

Adjustable for 5 Different Angles

Ergonomic Designed Mouse

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Prevents RSI & CTS

Vertical Alignment

The Oyster Mouse can instantly adjust the
mouse to 5 different angles to intuitively
find the best posture for you.

The Penguin ergonomic mouse features
vertical alignment which avoids exaggerated
movements of the wrist joint and helps
prevent repetitive strain injury (RSI).

Changing your wrist posture now and then
helps you prevent Repetitive Stress Injuries
(RSI) and most wrist discomfort such as
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS)

Contour Unimouse Wired

Comes in 3 different sizes to suit the
user.The Penguin Mouse is suitable for
left- and right-handed users on PC and
Mac.

Contour Unimouse Wireless

Adjustable Ergonomic Mouse

Adjustable Ergonomic Mouse

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Customisable Controls

Customisable Controls

Contour Unimouse is an award-winning
adjustable computer mouse. It offers the
ability to alter the vertical angle allowing for
pressure to be taken away from the wrist, a
great solution for relieving pain caused by
conditions such as carpal tunnel syndrome.
The additional movable thumb support
allows for a relaxed grip.

Contour Unimouse is an award-winning
adjustable computer mouse. It offers the
ability to alter the vertical angle allowing
for pressure to be taken away from the
wrist, a great solution for relieving pain
caused by conditions such as carpal tunnel
syndrome. The additional movable thumb
support allows for a relaxed grip.

Contor RollerMouse Red

Contor RollerMouse Pro3

Roller Mouse

Roller Mouse

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Ergonomic Mouse

Ergonomic Mouse

A textured and thicker roller bar coupled
with 7 sensors greatly increases cursor
precision and reduces muscle effort.

Sitting below your keyboard, Pro3 eliminates the need to reach for the mouse,
lessening stress from your neck to your
fingers.

The RollerMouse Red can reduce muscle
effort in the forearms by up to 20%, as it
lets you perform tasks with fewer muscles
and a neutral hand position.
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The width of this RollerMouse makes it
especially suitable for standard or full size
keyboards for comfortable typing.

03

ERGONOMICS
There are a range of good ergonomically designed products
available to help the physical wellbeing of the individual.
Keyboards, Mice, Laptop stands, Headphones, Desks and Chairs.
These will all help reduce the stress of suffering from repetitive
strain injury and poor posture that may lead to back pain.

ERGONOMIC
CHAIRS

An ergonomic chair is designed to accommodate the
natural curvature of the spine and to support the upper
and lower body, helping a user to maintain a good
posture whilst reducing strain and discomfort.

I-Form Ergonomic Chair

F-Form Ergonomic Chair

Ergonomic Office Chair

Ergonomic Office Chair

Comes in Mesh, Fabric, Leather Combinations

Three material finishes Available

Standard or Tall Gas Stem

Designed for Healthy Posture

Black or White Frame

F-form balances comfort and ergonomics.
Every part of F-Form has been designed to
help the body to open up as the sitter
reclines, providing the most comfortable
and relaxed experience while promoting
healthy posture and enhancing
productivity. Available in three material
finishes and with a range of options
avaliable.

I-Form delivers smart weight distribution
and suspension that supports the sacrum,
lumbar and throacic spine, helping the user
maintain proper alignment and balance
when seating.
Available in three material finishes and with
a range of options available to customise
the chair, I-Formʼs intuitive controls,
dynamic movement and sleek engineering
make it a superb ergonomic seating
solution for both modern offices andhome
workers
Options
• Mesh, fabric and leather upholstery
combinations
• Intergrated mesh legrest
• Black or white frame
• Ergo compact height and angle-adjustable headrest
• Exec large height-adjustable headrest
• Etandard or tall gas stem
• Break loaded castors glides

C-Form Erogonmic Chair
Ergonomic Office Chair
Optional Seat Slide & Back Rest Tilt Control
Designed for Ease of Use
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C-Form has been designed to deliver ease
of use, adjustable lumbar support, and all
day comfort. C-Form ʻs simple controls,
dynamic movement and sleek design make
it a great value solution for healthy seated
posture. Featuring removeable multifunctional armrests,height adjustable
lumbar panel, seat height adjustment.

Ultima Ergonomic Chair Mesh 2D Arms

i29 Mesh Office Chair
Thoracic Support

Ergonomic credentials for posture support

Dual-pivot mechanism

Simple control system

Fully adjustable 4D arms

Self balanacing movement

Waterfall seat for behind the knee comfort

Ultima Ergonomics chair range has been
engineered to dynamically adapt and
respond to the user of the chair.
Easy to use simplistic controls and self
balancing movement allows the user to
achieve ultimate comfort in minimal time.
Ergonomic credentials allow for posture
support whilst still being easy on the eye.

The i29 boasts one of the most intuitive
mechanisms on the market. With three
easy-to use pictorial controls on the
right-hand side operating seat height, seat
depth and advanced dynamic movement, the
mechanism can also be locked at any angle.

The Synergy Chair Medium with 2D Arms

The Harmony Chair Upholstered Back & Head Rest

Ergonomic Office Chair

Ergonomic Office Chair

Designed to Reinforce Posture

Multi-Functional Arms

Optional Head Rest

Ratchet back Height Adjustments

The Synergy ergonomic chair range is a
unique and modern solution to everyday
ergonomics that redefines comfort,
support and adjustability. Taking
inspiration from the movement of the
body, the unique Synergy back was
sculpted with sleek lines and sumptuous
curves to mould to the shape of the spine.

With an incredible range of back height and
seat depth adjustments, the Harmony
ergonomic chair is the ideal project
solution for clients who wish to
ergonomically seat numerous bodies in the
same style chair.Harmony provides
adjustments that adapt the chair to suit
users of all sizes.

The Alto Regular Chair With Headrest

Active Ergonomics FLO 3 High Back Chair

Erogonmic Office Chair

Erogomic Office Chair

Supports Users of up to 150KG

Inbuilt Index System

Comes with Seat Slide as Standard

Suitable for Multiple Users

The Ergonomics Alto range consists of four
ergonomic models that offer an affordable
solution to posture seating for petite,
regular and larger users.
The Alto range is all centred on the same
volume specified, heavy duty 3-lever
mechanism.

Coccyx Relief Inflatable Thoracic support
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Flo has an inbuilt indexing system to
ensure once the chair is set up properly the
user can record the settings permanently
as a unique combination code to them.
This allows the chair to be shared and/or
re-set if someone else uses it without the
need for specialists.

ERGONOMIC
DESKS

A height adjustable desk promotes physical exercise
and well-being by allowing a user to change their working
posture from a sitting to standing position and back again.

Aluforce Pro Desk 251 M Desk

Aluforce Pro Desk 140 Desk
Sit/Stand Desk

Sit/stand desk

Simple to Operate

Simple to operate

Aluminium and Powder Coated Steel

Made from aluminium and powder coated steel

Capacity: 60kgs

Capacity: 80kgs

The Aluforce Pro versatile desks are simple
to operate to allow the user to sit or stand
at work.

The Aluforce Pro versatile desks are simple
to operate to allow the user to sit or stand
at work.

These versatile desks are simple to operate
and allow you to move from sitting to
standing work at the press of a button.

Sit/Stand workstations can minimise the
discomfort caused by long hours working
at a computer and the ability to change
posture from sitting to standing can also
have an energising effect and increase
productivity.

The two-legged, height-adjustable desks
come with a choice of rectangular
desktops.
Features
Materials: Made from aluminium and
powder coated steel
Aluforce Pro 140
Step: Single step, sit-stand electrically
height adjustable
Height Adjustment: 700-1170mm
Width Adjustment: 1100-1700mm

Actiforce is an acknowledged leader in the
manufacture of electrically height adjusting
frames and the Aluforce PRO 251 M is the
perfect choice for use at home or in the
office.
Aluforce PRO 251 M worksurfaces are
L-shaped with 800mm deep main surface
and 600mm deep extension.

Capacity: 60kgs
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HOME
WORKING
Working from home has become a part of every
day life for many of us.
We believe in being as prepared in the office as
you would be at home.
That would mean having the right software,
peripherals, desks, chairs and ergonomic options
to get your work done with ease.

Dragon Home

Global Tasks
Speech Reognition Software

Task Management Solution

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Licence Type (Single)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

From students to parents to everyday
multi-taskers, thereʼs no better way to get
more done on your PC simply by speaking
than with Dragon® Home, version 15, the
most intelligent speech recognition solution
for home use.

Global Tasks is the task management
solution that reduces stress and helps you
stay on top of your work.Global Tasks is
the task management solution that reduces
stress and helps you stay on top of your
work.

ClaroRead SE

LightKey Typing Software
Advanced Text Prediction Tool

Designed to Help you Take Exams

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win)

Licence Type (Single/Multi)

Licence Type (Single)

Format (Download)

Format (Download)

Lightkey is the latest advancement in
intelligent text prediction, supporting
students and employees with SpLDs,
anxiety, depression, and physical
conditions.It is intuitive to use, and its
inbuilt AI-powered spelling correction
technology learns from the user.

Exams now allow for the use of computer
software and digital examination papers to
assist students with special needs. This
means that ClaroRead SE Software can help
you take exams.

Jabra Evolve 65 MS Stereo headset

Andrea ANR-950 Headphones

Wireless Headphones

Over Ear Noise Cancelling Headphones

10 Hours of Talk Time

Bluetooth Connection

PC, Smartphone or Tablet Connection

Fully Collapsible Design

The Jabra Evolve 65 is a professional
wireless headset featuring 10-hour talk
time on a single charge with a standby time
of up to 15 days.

Approved for the DSA
Andrea ANR-950 Wireless Bluetooth
Headphones with Active Noise Reduction
Robust headset ideal for educational
institutions and approved for the DSA
(Disabled Students Allowance) from Andrea
Communications.
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The Wireless Bluetooth technology gives
the user 30 metres (100 feet) of hands-free
connectivity.

Andrea ANC-750 CTI Pro Stereo Headset
Stereo Headset with Noise Cancellation

TableMike 3-in-1
Flexable Detatable Mircophone

Platform (Win/Mac/Mobile)

Ideal for use with voice recognition software

Wired Connection

The Andrea ANC-750 CTI Pro stereo
headset is ideal for use with voice
recognition software; Dragon Naturally
Speaking, Skype and gaming. The Andrea
ANC-750 CTI Stereo Headset incorporates
Andreaʼs patented Active Noise
Cancellation (ANC) microphone technology.

Platform (Win/Mac)
USB and Jack Connections
Digital Control Panel
The TableMike USB 3-in-1 from SpeechWare
is a high sensitive noise cancelling Desktop
microphone with a USB interface and
standard input and output sound jacks.
The digital control panel gives the user
programmable volume buttons with the
TableMike Config application.

Inflatable Lumber Support

MEDesign Backfriend
Portable Ergonomic Solution

Easy Stretch Strap

Foldable Design with Carry Handle

Easily Portable

Adjustable Height

Removeable Cover

The MEDesign Backfriend is a combined
backrest and seat which can be used in any
seat or chair.

Ergonomic Support on the Go
Portable lumbar support to create a more
ergonomic seating posture on the go.

The Backfriend is designed to give the
correct support to both the lumbar and
thoracic regions of the spine.

Standivarius Oryx Evo D Laptop Stand

Standivarius Laptop Ergo Kit Wireless

Ergonomic Laptop Stand

Wireless Ergonomics Kit

Suitable for all Laptop Sizes

Platform (Win/Mac)

4 Height Adjustments

Encourages Healthy Working

Incorprated Document Holder

Universal kit Suits all Laptop Sizes
The complete laptop kit for ergonomic
working at home, in the office or on the
movThe Standivarius Laptop Ergo Kit
includes laptop stand, compact keyboard,
wireless mouse and USB-extender
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The Oryx D Laptop Stand from Standivarius
combines the best of design, innovation
and user experience.The Standivarius ORYX
Evo D is a lightweight, portable and
adjustable laptop stand. Weighing just
220g, it folds flat to 2.5mm to fit easily
into a bag.

Standivarius Laptop Ergo Kit Wired

TIO Portable Laptop Stand

Wired Ergonomics Kit

Suitable for laptops up to 17 inches

Platform (Win/Mac)

Platform (Win/Mac)
Can be used with Tablets Computers

Encourages healthy working

Space to store compact keyboard

The complete laptop kit for ergonomic
working at home, in the office or on the
movThe Standivarius Laptop Ergo Kit
includes laptop stand, compact keyboard,
wireless mouse and USB-extender

The Two in One (TIO) is a perfect solution
for all your screen working needs. Switch
from laptop to tablet, or combine both to
provide the user with a more ergonomic
working environment.

UPRISE Laptop Stand

Footmate Footrest

Suitable for Laptops upto 17 Inches

Lightweight and Adjustable Footrest

Foldable Compact Design

3 Different Adjustments

9 Different Settings

Anti skid Footplate

Non Slip Rubber Mat

Designed wtih Comfort in Mind

Uprise is different to most laptops stands as
it is designed to vertically lift the laptop.
This ensures that Uprise works with all
laptops including laptops with a limited
screen opening angle which can limit the
height available on a standard laptop stand.

The Footmate Footrest is lightweight and
height-adjustable, with 3 different height
settings ranging from 95mm-170mm,
providing support and comfort for users.
Produced for use in both the home and
office.

Ergo Q-330 Laptop Stand

Kensington Easy Riser Notebook Cooling Stand
Cooling & ergonomic design

Suitable for laptops up to 15.4”

Easily portable

Portable design

Fits Laptops upto 17 inches

Ergonomic viewing angle

Designed to be used with external keyboard
The Kensington Easy Riser is a portable
ergonomic cooling laptop stand to maximize
your desktop space and provide the user
with a comfortable typing position. The Easy
Riser lifts your laptop off your desk,
promoting airflow to improve battery
performance.

The Ergo-Q 330 notebook stand helps the
user to work with more comfort and saves
desk space. Instead of connecting an
external monitor to your notebook, you can
use this notebook stand to achieve the
perfectly ergonomic viewing angle.
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Springboard Keyboard PC-1

Evoluent Vertical Mouse Type C

Created by a user with Cerebral Palsy

Ergonomic Design

Platform (Win)

Platform (Win/Mac)

Compact Soft Touch Silicone Keyboard

Right Handed Wired Mouse

Multimedia Function Keys

The Evoluent C is the latest model in this
collection of luxurious ergonomic mice. It is
whatʼs known as a ʻvertical mouseʼ,
designed to guide your hand into a neutral
handshake position.

The Springboard keyboard has a
revolutionary silicone keyboard that
eliminates the need for metal or plastic
key-guards Created by a user with cerebral
palsy, Lime Assistive Technologyʼs
Springboard PC-1 is a rugged and compact
soft touch silicone rubber QWERTY
keyboard featuring an integrated keyguard
designed to offer users with involuntary
movements a more accessible computer
experience.

This transfers the movement into your
stronger back and shoulder muscles, lowering the risk of repetitive strain injuries
caused by overworking the small muscles in
your hand.
The shape of this latest model is less convex
than its predecessors, designed to fit more
comfortably to the palm.

Visual Stress Bundle

Contour RollerMouse Pro3

Dyslexia and Meares Irlen Syndrome

Erogonomic Roller Mouse

Available in 5 Colours

Platform (Win/Mac)
Reduces Muscle Effort in the Forearms

Visual Stress Aids

Programmable Buttons

We are offering a range of visual stress
starter bundles in our most popular
colours to support those with disabilities
such as dyslexia and Irlen Syndrome.

The Contour Rollermouse Pro3 is a great
option for professionals and anyone else who
uses a mouse for long periods every day.
Sitting below your keyboard, Pro3 eliminates
the need to reach for the mouse, lessening
stress from your neck to your fingers. The
width of this RollerMouse makes it especially
suitable for standard or full-size keyboards
for comfortable typing.
Rollermouse Pro3 allows you to work faster,
and more comfortably.
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Colour bundles available: Green, Rose,
Turquoise, Yellow or Purple.
Irlen Overlay Clings
Genuine Irlen Overlay
Pukka Pad & Eyelighter Ruler

Posture
Support
BOX OFFICE PRO Total office in a box

Posture support can aid in creating a more
ergonomically friendly workplace.

U Top Laptop Stand
Ergonomic Laptop Stand

Ergonomic Design
Designed to Support Multiple Devices

Lightweight Design

Storage Shelf

Six Adjustment Levels

The unique ergonomic design of this
multifunctional storage box allows the user
to safely store all items such as laptop,
tablet, keyboard, mouse, phone,
documents, books and pens in one space
saving and light-weight box.

The U TOP – brings style and lightweight
strength to Notebook ergonomics
The U TOP laptop stand is a second
generation product.
The U TOP has six levels of height
adjustment raising the screen to a
comfortable viewing level, therefore
improving posture.

Improves Posture

Multiple Height Settings

Hag Quickstep Footrest

Kensington Solemate Plus Footrest

Ergonomic Foot Rest

Reduces Muscle Strain

Helps Stimulate Circulation

Textured Foot Grip

Creates Additional Floor Height

20 Degree Tilt Angle

The HÅG Quickstep provides additional
floor height and is arguably more
preferable than static solutions as
movement helps stimulate circulation and
allows the leg muscles to stretch, while the
soles of the feet are pleasantly massaged.

Reduce muscle strain and fatigue by
supporting your legs at an optimum angle.
The height adjusts from 3.5 inch to 5 inch
and the angle adjusts 20 degrees which
locks into place with a simple press of the
foot.
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COMPUTER
& LAPTOP
ACCESSORIES
Targus City Gear 15.6 Rolling Laptop Bag

A selection of computer & laptop accessories that can
help improve workflow and productivity

Ocushield Anti Blue Light Privacy Filter

For Laptops up to 15.6”

Designed to be Used on Desktops & Laptops

Tablet Compartment

Good for Stopping Eye Strain

Ergonomic Comfort Design

Available in Sizes: 17” 19” 21” & 24”

Nylon Material

Adds Layer of Privacy to Your Computer

The capacity of a backpack with the
convenience of a roller case, generous
compartments offer storage for laptop and
IT accessories, paperwork and even
overnight things. A padded laptop
compartment compatible with 15.6 Inch
laptops with space for a tablet too.

Tech air 17.3 inch laptop case

The multi-purpose plastic film easily
attaches to your laptop screen to instantly
reduce the amount of blue light reaching
your eyes and stops others from seeing
whatʼs on your screen. The anti-glare
coating helps reduce eye strain from
reflections.

Andrea EDU-USB External USB Headset Adapter

Holds up to a 17” inch Laptop

External USB Headset Adapter

Foam Protection

Small Form Factor – Compact and Portable

Detachable Shoulder Strap

Windows & Mac Compataible

The Techair TANZ0107V4 17.3″ is a robust
case for your laptop has a foam protection,
adjustable and detachable shoulder strap
and comes in black
• Weighs – 798 g
• Dimensions – 32 x 8 x 44 cm
• Colour – Black

Power On/Data Transmit LED Indicator
The EDU-USB uses high quality digital
circuitry to bypass the computerʼs internal
sound system, converting the analog signal
to digital.
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